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advancement
the women.

of the course of

The International Fund for
he alleviation of poverty
has generally been the Agriculture and Development
comerstone of economic policy flFAD) Summit in Geneva (Switin Nigeria. Past policies have been zerland) on the Economic Ad-

T
I

pursued with the sole objective of
improving the living standards of
the people through enhanced
income and generation of employment opportunities. Despite
allmachineries put in place, most

of the women folk have not
benefitted as a result of some
endemic socio-cultural problems
affecting the women. The economic opportunities of women
are often limited by societal norms

and values such as religious and
superstitious beliefs. These conditions have promoted policy
makers to turn a search light on
the plight of women with a view
to bringing them to the limelight
of sustainable economic development. Among the issues contributing to the plight of women
is their limited access to credit
facilities. This issue has featured
in various seminars at the domestic scene as wellas internal food
such as:
The Ghana Forum of December, 1991 on Health-Conditionalig for Economic Development,
Breaking The Cycle of Poverg
and Inequality organised by the

vancement of Ruralwomen, and
the AFRACA regional workshop
on Women Access to Financial
Facilities in Africa, Nigeria May,

7992.
Hence, our main concern in
this discourse is to address the
issue of credit and the development of rural sector. In doing
this, we will highlight the need
for credit, conditions for attracting credit especially for rural
women and the policies that can
provide the right atmosphere for
access to credit by rural women
for sustainable development.
Therefore the rest of the paper is
divided into three parts. Part one
reviews the structure of rural sector and ruraldevelopment while
part two discusses the need for
credit and the current credit
programmes. Part three evaluates the adequacy of the credit
delivery to rural women and make
proposals for policy.

PART ONE
REVIEW OF RURAL
DEVELOPMENT IN
NIGERIA
Nigeria rural sector
World Health Organisation for
t klng A Poper Preented ot the 13th Annuol Conlerence ol Agriculturol Credit Oflicers,

5I
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characterised by poverty, neglect
and absence or inadequate infrastructure in spite of the fact that
the majority of the population
lived in the ruralareas. The main
occupations of the rural sector
are farming, weaving, arts and
craft. The farming population
still comprises of predominantly
small-scale, subsistence peasants,
farming, on average, around two
hectares of land and usually on
scattered holdings. Farming activities are also carried out mainly

with traditional rudimentary
technology consisting mainly of
hoe and cutlasses.
Rural development was first
introduced by government in
1971 as a distinct strategy for
national development. That was
the time the Federal Government
established three pilot integrated
agricultural and rural development
projects in Funtua, Gusau and
Gombe with the assistance of the
World Bank. Thiswasfollowed in
1978/79 by the establishment
of five additional pilot schemes in
Lafia, Ayamgba, Ilorin, Oyo

Yolo, Adonroun Slote gth

-

13th Nownber, 1992
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Northand Ekiti-Akoko. By 1980,
the impact of the projects on
agricultural production, rural development had become visible.
There was popular demand and
need to replicate the programme
in other States of the Federation
as the main thrust of the effort to
stimulate increased food production and enhancement of the
income of the rural population.
Government's current rural
development policies and otrjectives are geared towards the

achievement

of agricultural

transformation and national food
security as well as alleviating rural poverty and thereby enhancing the quality of rural life. The
implementation of the ADP in
the various States of the Federation is the necessary step that
has helped the integrate relevant
activities of rural development.
However, successful farmlng re-

quires adequate technical
knowledge and extension support. For historical reason, extension support in the country
has been biased towards rural
farmers with limited al.tention
paid to women. This situation is
being addressed generally by the
strengthening of agricultural extension service through theADPs
and specially by the Women-lnAgriculture (W. I. A.) programme.
This is a special programme de-

signed

to provide extension

support for women and to address
gender specific problems at the
grass root level.
Government efforts to promote rural development were
boosted by integrated rural de-

velopment programme which
52

were underlaken, beginning with
the (NAFPP\ in 797 2, Operation
Feed the Nation (OFN) in 1976

and the Green Revolution
launched in 1980 and recently
the establishment in 1986 of the
Directorate of Food, Roads and
Rural Infrastructure (DFRRI). The

rural development programmes
of DFRRI are multi-sectoral
complementing the programmes
of the various sectoral Ministries
and agencies with a view to
achieving a more comprehensive
and integrated approach to rural
development, and ultimately improving the general welfare of
the rural populace.
The constraints to the development of the rural sector in
Nigeria are essentially synonymous with those of the development oI the agriculturalsector as
a whole. These include environmental, technological, institutional and financial constraints.
With regard to environmental
factors, available information
showed that thecOuntry hadbeen
experiencing very regular, severe
drought cycles leading to substantial crop and livestock losses.
With regard to technological
factors, it has been observed that
there has been little or no improvement in farming techniques.
As a result, productivity per input
remained very low and even declining.
However, in recent years, the
ruralsector haswitnessed a steady
deterioration in farm incomes,
especially during the period of
1976-1985. The deteriorating
rural environmental conditions
was further aggrevated by the

beginning neglect o[ the rr,rr
areas by the Federal and Stat
governments. Furthermore, rura
infrastructures such as roads
water, health and medical ser'
vices, electricity and school which

constitute the substance of rural
welfare were grossly lacking
throughout the country.
Despite the near endless list
presented above, our main concern in this discourse is to address

the issue of credit and the development o[ rural sector. In doing
this, we will highlight the need
for credit, conditions for attracting credit especially for rural
women and the policies that can
provide the right atmosphere for
access to credit by rural women
for sustainable development.

PART TWO

THE NEED FOR CREDIT
AND THE CURRENT RURAL
CREDIT PROGRAMME
Before we address this issue,
let us quickly remain ourselves
that over 80 per cent o[ the rural
population in Nigeria are small
holder farmers. In a survey carried out in 1973/74 by the
Federal Office of Statistics,
29,8A8 million farm from holdings were identified in Nigeria.
The above clearly tells us that in
L973/74, over 90 per cent of
the producers were small and
medium scale farmers. lnvariably,
for progress to be made much
attention has to be directed to
this class of farmers. However,
since these farmers have little or
no savings and have little financial resilience due to the small

lE
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rture of their farm operations,
e option for achieving dynamic
;ficiency is to obtain credit. The
.rral financial market (RFM) is
rseful because a large farnily of
rroblems resides in the corner of
iinance. The market provides
medium and long term credit to

ness size. In this regard, it
can be used to expand the
business to take advantage
of economies of size. Stud- (d)
ies have shown that the unit
cost of production is obviously lower with increase in
the size of business operations. Credit is needed to
acquire capital assets like

the rural populace. Credit is a
vital catalyst for development

farm machinery and for

especially the development of our
rural sector. However, it is gen-

erally acknowledged that in all
countries, developing as well as
industrialized, small enterprises
have limited access to financial
assistance from banks and from
other financial institutions. The
reasons forthis difficulty is borne
out of the fact that lending to
smallenterprises is perceived as
being risky, the uncertainties that
face a small industry, the high
mortali$ rate, the susceptibility
to market changes and my economic fluctuations. There is also
parallelreluctance on the part of
smallenterprises to borrow from
banls - the administrative forrnalities of obtaining bank finance, particularly the time and
paper work involved, are a formidable deterrent to most small

(b)

using credit to substitute

businesses.

Credit is important and necessary in nearly all cornmercial
rural businesses, since it is
unique resource which provides
the opportunity to use additional
inputs and capital items now,

a

and pay the cost from future
earnings. Invariably, credit can
contribute to the improvement
in the net income in severalwd!s:
(a) It helps to create and to
maintain an adequate busi53

working capital to purchase
improved seeds and
seddlings, improved livestock varieties, fertilizers,
chemicals and drugs, etc.
Credit helps the rural business to improw and increase
its efficiency. They can improve on their efficiency by

(c)

one

resource for another. For
example, machinery can be
substituted for labour as a
means of reducing cost, improving timeliness and increasing the efficiency of the
farm business. Credit may
also be essentialto improve
utilization of current resources and intensity of production through the purchase of additional quantities
of fertilizer and chemicals or
better breeding stock, for
example.
Credit helps the farmer to
meet seasonal and annual
.fluctuations in income and
expenditure. Farm inputs are
normally purchased in one

period and depending on
the gestation period, the
products are realised and
sold later in the year or in
subsequent years. As

a

result,

(e)

cash inflows and outflows
typically occur at different
times.
Credit can be used to adjust
to changing economic conditions in the rural areas.
The adoption and acquisition
of new technologies is made
easier by the use of credit.
Obsolete machines and even
production lines can &, replaced and updated if credit
is obtained to purchase such
capital items. Such changes
may a/en involw a comphte
change in enterprises that
require similar capital items,
e.g. changing from layer to
broiler production and vice
versa.
Creditcan be wedto protect
the business against adverse
weather, diseases, price and
other uncertainties associated with rural business.

Even though a number of
strategies can be adopted to
minimise some risk, they
can not be eliminated entirely. Credit can, therefore,
be used to prevent the
business from complete
failure in the event of natural hazard like diseases, pest,

infestation, flood, drought,
etc. This is achieved by
garnering short-term working capital funds to revive a
business that has suffered
such a set-back where price
fluctuation is the problem,
credit can be used to hold
stock in store through the
acquisition of additional
produce capacity to enable
the farmer take advantage
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of

(0

post-harvest attractive

produce prices.
Creditcan beusedto provide
continuity in a business op-

eration. This is true in a
situation where an entire
farm has been offered for
sale or is due for expansion.

The use of credit makes it
much easier to acquire the
realestate and other capital
items involved in the change
in the ownership structure
of such a farm business, especially where sudh a business has substantial goodwill
which should not be allowed
to be lost because of inad-

equate management or
through liquidation.
The institutional credit delivery system for the rural sector
cornprises (i) co-operative credit
structure with separate short term
and long term wing; (ii) commercial banks; and (iii) specialised

banks such as Nigerian Agricul-

ture and Commerce Bank
(NACB) and State credit
programmes such as Ogun State
Agricultural Credit Corporation,
etc. furthermore, the Agricultural

Credit Guarantee

Scheme

(ACGS) established by the Federal Government of Nigeria and

managed by Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN), is to guarantee
loans to the rural sector by the
commercial bank. Co-operative
credit structure which has been
in existence since the beginning
of the century was for long considered to be most suitable agency

for surveying rural credit and eF
forts. Government efforts to ensure adequate credit to the rural
54

sector began in 1970. Between
1970 and 1985 the government
attempted to encourage rural
credit by directing banks to provide an increasing fraction (72
per cent by 1985) of their loan
portfolio to the rural agriculture.
However, the achievements of
financial institutions in Nigeria in
channelling credit to the rural
areas can be measured against
allocation of credit under the
Central Bank monetary policy
guidelines. Since it can safely be
said that 90 per cent of institutionalcredit to ruralsector comes
from commercial bank, the assessment of financial institutions
credit to rural sector will be limited to the achievement of these
banks. There has been a rapid
growth in totalloans and advances
by the commercial banks for rural production activities since
L971. Judging from loans and
advances to Agriculture and
mining/quarrying activities, the
loan to the ruralsector witnessed
a rapid from N20.9 million in
L97l to N2,673.4 million in
L987 and N4,583.8 million in
1990. Nonetheless, the performance of credit to the rural sector falls short of expectation since
the total credit given was constantly below the prescribed
minimum. Although the Rural
Banking Scheme has led to rapid
expansion of banks branches in
Nigeria, the numerous branches
of these commercial banks seem
to be mobilising savings from the

the many assumptions that ha

been a vital part of our rut
credit policies in the past.
PART THREE
ADEQUACY OF RURAL
CREDIT DELIVERY TO
RURAL WOMEN AND
PROPOSAIS FOR POLICY

According to statistics, rural
women not only make up a disproportionate number oI therural
poor which accounted for over
60 per cent of Nigeria's population butare more vulnerable than
the rural men to economic
dowswings, to deterioration of
natural resources base and to
lack of basic community services
and general neglect in the area of
developrnent efforts. Rural
women are not simply keepers of
the home, they fetch the water,
gather the fuel, cook the meals
for their households and also
shoulder the responsibility for
overseeing their families nutrition
and health. These are in addition
to their greater contribution of
growth more than half of the
food and raising much of the
livestock produced in Nigeria. It
is they who process and market
the crops and also engage in a
wide range of small on and off
farm enterprises, earning vital
income for their families. Rural
women are more involved in food
processing than crop production.
They also participate in homebased businesses such as carving,
rural areas without actually pottery, weaving, knitting, sewploughing them back into the ing etc. Thus, they are farmers,
rural business system. This issue wage worker, smalltraders, artiraised pose some challenges to sans, industrial home workers,
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to 11 per cent of loans granted efforts towards poverty eradica:rkers. They form the backbone by the financial institutions. tion.
,'the agricultural labour force However, the amount goes
Various solutions both at local
cro-producers and domestic

nd produce 35 to 40 per cent of
he Gross Domestic Product and
rver 50 percent of thedaneloping

rations food. Generally, the
:onhibution of women to the
growth of agriculture was significant as they represent about
70 per centr of those who engage in farming in Nigeria. Recently, the BLP has helped to
catalyst the women and rural
people as rnajor sources of growth
in the agriculture and cottage
industries.
The projecs of the Better Life
Programme falls within this realm
as it has helped rural women to
form co-operatives and used the
co-operatives to obtain loans,
market products and set up retail
outlets to sellhome made goods
and agricultural supplies, fish
farming, weaving, etc., therefore,
increasing sales of these products
and consequently resulting in
improved standard of living in
the rural areas. Added to this is
the feeling of sense of self-worth
on the part of women. The spillo',rer of this programme is that
more women new want to enrol
in educational programmes, insist on having a greater voice in
community decision making and
participant more than ever before. Allthese are supportive of
efforts in the country to uplift the
status of women in general and
rural women in particular. Despite
these efforts, a prior evidence
indicates thatwomen gets only 7

(l)
55

mainly to those highly educated
women and reside mainly in urban areas, The ruralwomen has
not benefitted and as such has
limited access to credit. The
reason for this inaccessibility is
rather complex and relates to
legal, economic and socialstatus
of women in Nigerian society.
The haditional customs, age-old
practices and long-held stereotypes prevents many financial
institutions to grant credit to this
class. In Nigeria and some other
parts of the world, women of any
age are considered legal minors
and hence can not get credit
withoutthe signature of a father,
spouse or brother. The reasons
adduced in the text usually make
the women to resortto the funds
available in the informal financial
market. Credit from such sector,
therefore, form about 70 per
cent of all credit obtained via
Esusu, relatives, traders and local
money lenders. These types of

and intemational le'.rels have been

provided to ease the burden of
the ruralwomen this ranges from
improving health and educational
facilities to provision of credit
facilities in larious forms. For
instance, the BLP in 1991 provided a total of N14.9 million as
credit to women co-operatives.
But in spite of these effort, the
situation of the rural women is
yettobe improved, due largelyto
inaccessibility to credit facilities
to run varior.s businesses. Hence,
to achieve sustainable progress
in general economic advancement, the improvement of the
welfare of the rural women is
imperative. Therefore, the following suggestions are proffered :
Information on arailable facilities should be disseminated on the needs and

(i)

constraint

loans usually carry interest
changes and is associated with
deepening debt.
Nevertheless, to enable the
rural women participate actively
in sustainable development, more
credits should be made available
to thern. The credits such as On-

(ii)

Agrlculturol credll ptoblems /n Nlgerlo; A cose Study by FAO. 1975

rural

women, i.e. they must have
access to information regarding arailable resources,
technology, production, social services, rnarket opportunities and credit facilities.
Existingandtenurepmctices
should be reviewed so that
the rural women are not

descriminated against

as

regards land ownership. This
will enable women to have
title and to be able to use

and Off-Farm credits can be
provided through the various
government institutional arrangements. They must have
access to timely credit, whether
in cash or in kind in order to aid

of the

them to secure loans from

(iii)

banks
Policies and resources support should be put in place
to strengthen programmes
and projects of non-agricul-
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tural, self employment generation that will improve
their access to micro-enterprises. A network of rural
women's enterprises should
be established to facilitate
entry into large-scale outlets

and

marketing

organisations.

(iv) Rural women's access to
credit and financial facilities
should be improved, on the
basis of gender equality via
the encouragement of financial institutions to create
new products for reaching
rural beneficiaries and pro-

moting community based
groups that can provide local structure for improving

access

to

information,

training and guarantees, in
order to make credit readily

(v)

available.
Facilities for education and
functional literacy should be
stepped up as these will be
easier for the rural women
to obtain credit facilities.
These should include adult
literacy programmes.

(vi) Furthermore,

financial institutions should liberalise their

lending policies

to

rural

women taking into account
the following:Interest rates, collateral requirements, creation of special
lending schemes with special
funds set aside like it is done in
banks like UBA, Afribank, Allied
Banks, People's Bank and other;
Simplification of bank procedures for easy understanding and
reduction of processing time for
loans.
56

structurewhich hasbeen in exr
ence since the beginning of t.
country was for long considert
to be the most suitable agenc
for providing credit.
The efforts of the BLP in im
proving the welfare of rura
women were discussed. The
SI.JMIUARY AND
programme has helped rura
CONCLUSION
women to form co-operatives anc
paper
has
This
basically at- used the co-operatives to obtair
tempted to examine the problems loans, market products and sel
of rural development with par- up retail outlets to sell home
ticular reference to credit faci lities made goods and agriculture
among the rural poor with em- supplies, fish farming, weaving,
phasis on ruralwomen. The pa- etc.
per highlighted object poverty
Also suggestions were profamong women due to inaccessi- feredthat willhelp ease the burbility to credit facilities. This in- den of the rural women and inaccessibility to credit among ru- crease their access to credit faral women is caused by some cilities. These include provision
endemic socio-cultural problem of information on available fainhibiting the women folk such cilities on the needsand constraint
as traditional customs, age-old of the rural women, exusting land
practices and long-held stereo- tenure practices should be retypes.
viewed so that rural women are
The paper identified some ef- not dirriminated against. Policies
forts by government in the past and resources support should be
to promote ruraldevelopment as put in place to strengthen
wellas provide credit facilities to prcgrammes and projects on nonthe rural population. The agricultural self employment
programmes that have helped to generation, creation of new
foster farm incomes among rural products by financial institutions
women included Better Life to reach rural beneficiaries and
Programmes, and Women-in- facilities for education and funcAgriculture WIA) programme. tional literacy should be stepped
These have also helped to extend up in the rural areas.
support services for women and
In conclusion, it is now imto address gender specific prob- perative that the quality of rural
lems at the grass root level.
life could become better if the
Three major rural institutional women folk are greatly supported
credit delivery system were to raise their incomes and foster
identified such as (i) Co-operative employment generation. This wi ll
Credit structure; (ii) Commercial help to improve further the

Taking banking services to the
rural areas in line with the Central Bank guideline on rural
banking and also adjusting
banking loans to suite ruralsocial
and economic set up.

banks; and (iii) Rural banks.
However, co-operative credit

standard

of living of the

rural
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women. We trust that a coordination of these services will enable us achieve the required development of our rural sector.
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